Dear friends

On Feb 13th, the Sun moves into Aquarius. The Sun will be in conjunction with Rahu, and with in opposition to Ketu. The Moon will come in Leo on 21st February. This will also be a full Moon. This Sun-Saturn-Rahu-Ketu aspect will not be good. India will face many internal problems. The government will be at a loss with maintaining law and order. The western side of the country will be most affected. Many anti-social people will try to create a chaos. There may be some calamity in the country. There may be some coal mine or oil / oil field situation. This full month is precarious.

For America, this is a time to be cautious too. Stock markets may fall and financial institutions may find it a hard time. There may be some government upheavals, and I see some unexpected desertions/ or some parting or disparity /desecration of some parties.

Unexpected weather will also be a major concern, with cold fronts and storms coming around. There is a major change coming soon!

I checked Hillary Clinton's and Barrack Obama's chart from the Moon signs. I do not have the time of birth, so will have to judge from the Moon signs only.

Hillary was born on October 26th 1947 in Chicago, Illinois. Barrack Obama was born on August 4th 1961, in Honolulu, Hawaii.

Hillary's Moonsign is Pisces, and her birth star is ruled by Saturn. Her Sun and Mars are in debilitation.

Obama's Moonsign is Taurus, and the birth star is ruled by Sun. His Jupiter and Saturn are in conjunction. Jupiter is weak in Capricorn. But his Sun and Mercury support Jupiter. Also, his Mars is in Leo, governed by Sun.

Hillary is going through a bad Saturn transit for the next two years. Her political charisma is going downhill. Even her own health, and her husband Bill Clinton may have some problems. There will also be personal differences between the two. Things get better for her from 5th May. But I don't see a great time for her this year. She is against the tide of destiny. Her own people will let her down.

Obama's chart shows that from 9th December, he will enter into a very strong phase of his life. Very good and positive. Obama will be a crusader, with values of justice and will play along the shades of Martin Luther King.

I would not pass the final judgement of who will win since I do not have the time of birth of these two candidates, but from the Moon sign, it seems that Obama stands a very good chance.

Rest, in my next newsletter.
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